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We calculate electron and nuclear spin relaxation rates in a quantum dot due to the combined action of
Nyquist noise and electron-nuclei hyperfine or spin-orbit interactions. The relaxation rate is linear in the
resistance of the gate circuit and, in the case of spin-orbit interaction, it depends essentially on the orientations
of both the static magnetic field and the fluctuating electric field, as well as on the ratio between Rashba and
Dresselhaus interaction constants. We provide numerical estimates of the relaxation rate for typical system
parameters, compare our results with other, previously discussed mechanisms, and show that the Nyquist
mechanism can have an appreciable effect for experimentally relevant systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of electron and nuclear spins in quantum
dots has become a focus of research recently, with part of the
motivation stemming from the prospect of potential applica-
tions in the context of spintronics1 or quantum
computation.2,3 Of particular importance are relaxation pro-
cesses leading to decoherence, which have received much
theoretical4–9 and experimental10–15 attention within the past
few years.

Relaxation between Zeeman-split spin levels involves en-
ergy dissipation, which, in quantum dots with their discrete
orbital spectrum, requires coupling to external degrees of
freedomsa bathd. In most theoretical works, phonons have
played the role of such a bath.4–6 Here, we will consider the
Nyquist fluctuations of electric fields produced by nearby
gate electrodes as an alternative source of dissipation. Deco-
herence due to Nyquist noise has so far been considered
extensively only for charge-based quantum computation
proposals.16–18 The potential contribution to the spin relax-
ation rate of magnetic field fluctuationssdue to Nyquist cur-
rent noised has been found to be very small.4 More recently,
decoherence of phosphorous electron and nuclear spins in
silicon due to Nyquist-noise induced fluctuations of the hy-
perfine constant has been analyzed in Refs. 8 and 9.

In the present work, we will calculate the electron spin
relaxation rate in a single lateral quantum dotsFig. 1d, due to
Nyquist fluctuations of a gate voltage, combined either with
electron-nuclei hyperfine interaction or spin-orbit interac-
tions. In the case of hyperfine coupling, this also contributes
to nuclear spin relaxation within the quantum dot. In the case
of spin-orbit coupling, the spin relaxation rate displays a
striking dependence on the directions of both the fluctuating
electric field as well as the static magnetic field. The spin-
orbit Nyquist mechanism considered in this work can be-
come as efficient as coupling to piezoelectric phononssthe
most important other mechanismd in realistic experimental
setups. The rate grows linearly in resistance of the gate cir-
cuit.

In the following, we will first introduce our model Hamil-
toniansSec. IId, then describe the general calculation of spin
flip rates in second order golden rulesSec. IIId, and apply

this scheme to both the hyperfinesSec. IVd and spin-orbit
sSec. Vd interactions. We will comment on the relation to
recent spin relaxation measurements.13,14Finally, we will ex-
plain how the results may be applied to arbitrary gate geom-
etries and impedancessSec. VId and comment on deviations
due to other dot potentials or spatially inhomogeneous elec-
tric field fluctuationssSec. VIId.

II. THE MODEL

We start by considering a single electron in a quantum dot
formed in a 2DEG by a circularly symmetric parabolic lat-
eral confining potential, subject to a homogeneous static
magnetic fieldB:

Ĥ0 =
p̂2

2m
+

mV0
2

2
r2 + Vszd + gmBŜ ·B, s1d

wherep̂= p̂−sq/cdA is the kinetic electron momentum,q=
−ueu the electron charge,r the in-plane position vector,m and
g the effective electron mass andg factor, respectively,mB
.0 the Bohr magneton,Vszd the transverse confining poten-
tial, andV0 the lateral frequency.

The solutions of the in-plane orbital part are Fock-Darwin
states un+n−l with energies n+"v++n−"v−, where v±

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Typical gated lateral quantum dot struc-
ture considered in the text, with gates connected to an electrical
circuit of impedance matrixZ. The fluctuating electric field pro-
duced by one particular gate is shown schematically.
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=ÎV0
2+svc/2d2±vc/2;V±vc/2 and the cyclotron fre-

quency isvc= uquBz/ smcd. We will need the orbital ground
statef00 and the wave functions of the first excited doublet,
f00=spld−1/2expf−r2/ s2l2dg and f10=f01

* =sreiw / ldf00, with
x+ iy=reiw and l =Î" / smVd.

We now consider spin relaxation due to the Nyquist fluc-
tuations of an electric field acting onto the electron, being
produced by a nearby gatessee Figs. 1 and 2d. We will at first
assume the direction of the fluctuating field to be fixedsFig.
2d, and later describe how the analysis may be applied to
arbitrary realistic gate geometriessSec. VId. This interaction
is described by

V̂E = qÊrE = qÊsx cosz + y sinzd, s2d

where Ê is the electric field amplitude, andrE denotes the
projection of the electron’s coordinate along the directionz
of the in-plane field. We have used a dipole-approximation,
assuming the electric field to be approximately constant
across the dot. This purely orbital interaction can lead to spin
decay only when combined with some spin-dependent part

V̂spin of the Hamiltoniansto be specified belowd. Thus the

total perturbation added toĤ0 reads

dĤ = V̂spin+ V̂E. s3d

Besides, the full Hamiltonian also contains a term describing
the electromagnetic environment, which determines the dy-
namics of the electric field.

III. SPIN FLIP RATE IN SECOND ORDER GOLDEN RULE

According to Fermi’s golden rule, the perturbationV̂E
produces transitions at the rate

G = s2p/"2dukf8urEui8lu2e2kÊÊlv. s4d

Here "v=Ei8−Ef8 is the energy absorbed by the environ-

ment, andkÊÊlv=s2pd−1edteivtkÊstdÊl is the spectrum of
the electric field. The spectrum may be related to the imped-
ance of the gate circuitsFig. 2d by using the fluctuation-
dissipation theoremsFDTd:19

kÊÊlv = p−1d−2Rsvd"vs1 − e−"v/skBTdd−1. s5d

Here d is an effective distance determining the conversion
between voltage drop and electric fieldsdistance between

capacitor plates in the simplest case; see Sec. VI for the
general cased. For the circuit of Fig. 2, the effective resis-
tance responsible for the voltage fluctuations is given by
Rsvd=R/ f1+sRCvd2g.

Spin-flip transitions are possible only because the matrix
element in Eq.s4d is to be evaluated in presence of the spin-

dependent partV̂spin, leading to a finite admixture of different
spin states. According to standard stationary perturbation
theory sleading to second order golden ruled, we have

kf8urEui8l = kf↓urEGsEi↑dV̂spin+ V̂spinGsE f↓drEui↑l. s6d

Here, the resolvent forĤ0 is GsEd=sE−Ĥ0d−1. For the tran-
sition between the Zeeman sublevels of the orbital ground
state, we haveEi↑=«0+"v /2=E f↓+"v, where"v= ugmBBu is
the Zeeman energy, and«0 is the energy of the orbital ground
state. Equationss4d and s6d describe a second-order transi-
tion from ui ↑ l to uf ↓ l. Note thatrE connects the lateral or-
bital ground statef00 to f10 andf01 only.

We will now consider two specific spin-flip perturbations

V̂spin.

IV. HYPERFINE INTERACTION

The hyperfine contact interaction of an electron spinŜ
with nuclear spinsÎ j at positionsR j has the form20

V̂HF = o
j

v0AjŜ · Î jdsr − R jd, s7d

where theAj are the hyperfine coupling constantssdepending
on speciesd, and v0 is the volume of the unit cell. We will
neglect the nuclear Zeeman splitting.

In the limit of small Zeeman splitting,v!V0, we obtain
for the amplitudes6d

kf8urEui8lHF = − 2lv0
f1 + vc

2/s2V0d2g1/2

"V0
o

j

Ajk↓ uŜau↑l

3kfNuÎ j
auiNlFszj,r jdcossz − w jd. s8d

The initial and final states of the nuclear spin system are
denoted iN, fN. We have defined Fszj ,r jd
=x0

2szjdf00sr jduf10sr jdu, for the nuclei positionssr j ,w j ,zjd,
andx0szd is the ground state of motion along thez direction.

Inserting into Eq.s4d and averaging over an ensemble of
unpolarized uncorrelated nuclear spins, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the electron spin relaxation rate due to
Nyquist noise and hyperfine coupling:

GHF =
4p

3
IsI + 1d

A2

s"V0d2

v0h

z0d
2

Rsvdv
RQ

f1 + vc
2/s2V0d2g

1 − e−"v/skBTd ,

s9d

whereA2=o jAj
2 with summation over all nuclei in the unit

cell, RQ=h/e2 is the quantum of resistance,h
=z0l

2eFsz,rd2dz dr is a dimensionless form factor involv-
ing an average over nuclei positionssz,r ,wd, and z0 is the
2DEG thickness.

FIG. 2. sad Equivalent circuit scheme used in our model;sbd
energy diagram, showing the second-order relaxation process re-
leasing the Zeeman energy"v into the electromagnetic
environment.
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In the following, we provide numerical estimates using
typical parameters for GaAs QDs: hyperfine coupling
constant21 A2.1.2310−3 meV2, nuclear spin valueI =3/2,
unit cell volume v0=s5.65 Åd3, effective electron massm
=0.067m0, ugmBu=0.025 meV T−1, "vc/Bz=1.76 meV T−1,
z0=10 nm, and a geometrical factor ofh=9/s1634pd for
the approximate solution of an inversion layerstriangular
welld potentialssee, e.g., Ref. 22d.

Thus, the numerical value of the electron spin-flip rate is

GHF < 0.6 Hz3
Rsvd
RQ

S1 mm

d
D2S1 meV

"V0
D2 B

1 T

3

1 + 0.83 S1 meV

"V0

Bz

1 T
D2

1 − expF− 0.33
B

1 T

1 K

T
G . s10d

ConcerningRsvd=R/ f1+sRCvd2g, a lower bound for the
cutoff frequency 1/sRCd is determined by the charging en-
ergy Ec of the dotsinvolving the total capacitanceCtot.Cd,
in the form sEc/"dsRQ/Rd. For current GaAs experiments, a
typical value of Ec=1 meV yields RCv,10−1sR/RQd
3sB/1Td, such thatRsvd deviates fromR only at rather high
magnetic fields, as long asR,RQ. As a function ofR, the
maximum relaxation rate is reached atR=1/sCvd. In typical
GaAs quantum dots this corresponds toRmax=40RQs1T/Bd.

For a confinement frequency of"V0=1 meV, the rate is
equal to about 0.1 Hz atT=1 K and B=0.1 T, with R/RQ
=10−2, d=0.5 mm. This is comparable to electron spin relax-
ation due to hyperfine interaction involving piezoelectric
phonons5 at the same values ofV0, T andB. Since the Ny-
quist mechanism considered here yields a zero-temperature
rate linear in transition frequencysinstead of cubic as in Ref.
5d, it dominates at smaller magnetic fieldsB,0.1 T. The
relaxation rate can reach large values if the resistance ap-
proachesRmax; e.g., at T=1 K and B=1 T swith Rmax
=40RQd, we would haveGHF.0.3 kHz, much larger than the
rate due to electron-phonon coupling.5

If new electrons are supplied to the dot in a transport
situation or an additional electron spin relaxation mechanism
is effective, then the present mechanism may also result in
nuclear spin relaxation, with a rate equal toGHF/N, with N
the number of nuclei. For the parameters used hereswith N
.53105d, and atT=1 K, R=10−2RQ, the nuclear relaxation
rate turns out to be negligibly smalls10−7 Hzd. In compari-
son, a recent transport experiment in GaAs quantum dots13

found nuclear spin relaxation times of the order of
10 minutes atT=100 mK andB=40 mT scf. Ref. 23 for
relevant theoryd. In order for the present Nyquist mechanism
to yield a comparable rate, a resistanceR,Rmax,103RQ
would be required.

V. SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION

The other, numerically much more important spin-
relaxation mechanism we will consider is due to the combi-
nation of Nyquist noise and spin-orbit coupling:

V̂SO= asp̂xŝy − p̂yŝxd + bsp̂yŝy − p̂xŝxd. s11d

The first term ins11d is the Rashba term arising from any
structural inversion asymmetry of the heterostructure, the
second is theslineard Dresselhaus term, a consequence of the
bulk inversion asymmetry of the semiconductor material.
The main crystallographic axes are assumed to be aligned
with x,y,z.

By means of the commutation relationssi" /mdp̂
=fr ,Ĥ0g and fĤ0,ŝg= igmBŝ3B, we get

V̂SO= − ifjŝ,H0g + gmBŝfB 3 jg, s12d

where we have introduced the vectorj=sm/"ds−bx
−ay,ax+by,0d.

The contribution of the first term in Eq.s12d to the am-
plitude, Eq.s6d, yields frE,jŝg=0. Thus, we obtain, in the
limit v!V0:

kf8ur̂Eui8lSO=
Îa2 + b2

"V0
2 gmBkf↓uŝfB 3 Vgui↑l. s13d

Here, we have defined the vectorV=fcossz−gd ,−sinsz
+gd ,0g, whereg depends on the ratio of spin-orbit coupling
parameters: tang;a /b.

We parametrize the direction of the magnetic field asB
=Bssinu cosw ,sinu sinw ,cosud. Then the electron spin re-
laxation rate due to spin-orbit coupling combined with Ny-
quist noise is given by

GSO= 4p
a2 + b2

d2

Rsvd
RQ

v3

V0
4

Isz,g;u,wd
1 − e−"v/skBTd , s14d

where

Isz,g;u,wd = fsin2sz + gd + cos2sz − gdg

3fcos2 u + sin2 u sin2sw − w*dg s15d

yields the angular dependence of the relaxation ratessee Fig.
3d, with the anglew* defined by the condition tanw* =
−sinsz+gd /cossz−gd.

We note that, for fixed direction of the fluctuating electric
field, I vanishes forin-planemagnetic fields pointing into the
directionw* , i.e., Isz ,g ;p /2 ,w*d=0, ∀z, g swhenV iBd. In
the particular case of equal spin-orbit coupling constants,a
= ±b and thusg= ±p /4, the first factor inI reduces to
2 sin2sz±p /4d. This means the relaxation rate may even van-
ish regardless of magnetic field direction, provided the elec-
tric field across the dot points alongz= 7p /4, thus
Is7p /4 , ±p /4 ;u ,wd=0, ∀u, w fsinceV=0 in Eq. s13dg. In
the case of an arbitrary gate geometrystreated in Sec. VId,
the rate usually does not vanish any more but can still have
some pronounced directional dependence.

Conversely, fora= ±b the rate may also vanish for arbi-
trary orientationz of the electric field, if the magnetic field
lies in the plane and w= 7p /4, i.e.,
Isz , ±p /4 ;p /2 ,7p /4d=0, ∀ z. As pointed out in Ref. 24,
for a= ±b the electron spin componentŝx7ŝy commutes

with the spin-orbit interactionV̂SO, and forB i s1,71,0d it

commutes withĤ0 as well. Thus, the suppression of spin
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relaxation in this case is exactssee also Ref. 6d.
The numerical value for the relaxation rate is

GSO< 0.4 kHz3
Rsvd
RQ

S1 mm

d
D2S1 meV

"V0
D4S B

1 T
D3

3 S1 mm

lSO
D2

Isz,g;u,wd

3F1 − expF− 0.33
B

1 T

1 K

T
GG−1

, s16d

with 1/lSO
2 ;sm/"d2sa2+b2d.

The rateGSO is about 1 Hz atT=1 K, for B=0.1 T, using
the same parameters as for hyperfine interactionfand lSO
=1 mm, Isz ,g ;u ,wd=1g. At these parameters, this is compa-
rable with the relaxation rate due to the combined action of
spin-orbit and piezoelectric electron-phonon interactions,4,6

which, however, vanishes likeB5, instead of theB3 depen-
dence we have found here, such that the Nyquist mechanism
dominates for lower fields. While aB3 dependence was also
found in Ref. 4 for a two-phonon relaxation process, the
efficiency of that process decreases drastically when the tem-
perature becomes lower than about 1 K.

Very recently, the spin relaxation time in a one-electron
quantum dot has been measured directly, using a time-
resolved single-spin detection setup.14 Previously, it had been
possible only to obtain lower bounds on this timessee Ref.
12 for an exampled. At an external magnetic field of 8 T, the
relaxation time was found to be on the order of 1 msec.
Using parameters"V0=1 meV,d=0.5 mm, andlSO=1 mm,
we indeed can obtain a rate of about 104 Hz by assuming a
reasonable value ofR/RQ=10−2 slower values ofR are
needed if the effectived is smallerd. The observed magnetic

field dependence is not inconsistent with aB3 contribution,
although more data are needed in this regard. Thus, the
present Nyquist mechanism may be about as efficient as the
piezoelectric mechanism of Ref. 6, for experimentally rel-
evant situations, and it would be interesting to see whether
the two effects can be distinguished in further measurements
on similar setupsssee discussion at the end of this sectiond.

In contrast, we do not expect Nyquist noise to contribute
to spin relaxation rates in self-assembled quantum dots,15

which are apparently well explained by piezoelectric
electron-phonon coupling4 alone.

As the ratesGHF and GSO depend on the relevant circuit
resistanceR, it might be interesting to have a device whereR
can be controlledfe.g., in a superconducting gate circuit,
with a strong decrease inRsvd for T,Tc and tunability by a
magnetic flux; or using varactor diodes as tunable capacitors
in anLC circuitg. Inserting controlled dephasing by a largeR
could be a way to cross-check measurements of spin relax-
ation ratesse.g., R=4RQ would yield an easily measurable
rateGSO on the order of 107 Hz, for the previous parametersd.

VI. ARBITRARY GATE GEOMETRIES

We now explain how our results may be extended to ar-
bitrary experimental configurations for gated lateral dot
structuresssee Fig. 1d.

In general, the dot experiences a fluctuating electric field

which is due to the fluctuating voltagesÛj on the gatesj
=1. . .NG. sWe assume these voltages to be measured relative
to ground.d The relation between the in-plane electric field
componentssl =1,2d at the center of the dot and the voltages
is linear,

Êl = o
j=1

NG

Mlj Ûj . s17d

The real-valued matrixM depends on the geometry of the
gates and the dielectric substratesit has to be obtained from

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Angular dependence of the spin relax-
ation rateGSO on magnetic field directionsu ,wd, according to Eq.
s15d, for w* =−p /4. The shape will be rotated around thez axis for
different values ofw* , which is determined by the electric field
directionz and the spin-orbit coupling constant ratio expressed via
g.

FIG. 4. Electron spin relaxation rate due to Nyquist noise, Eqs.
s10d and s16d, at "V0=1 meV, R/RQ=10−2, d=0.5 mm, lSO

=1 mm, w=0, u=p /2, z=0, andg=−p /4. At low fields, the hyper-
fine ratesHFd dominates over the spin orbit ratesSOd.
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an electrostatic simulation for specific geometriesd. This ma-
trix has the dimension of an inverse length, and roughly cor-
responds to the factord−1 we introduced in Eq.s5d for our
simple model systemswhich can be described byNG=2 and
Ml2=−Ml1 in this schemed.

The gates are nodes in an electronic circuit that is de-
scribed by an impedance matrixZij . Thus, according to the
FDT, we have

kÛj8Ûjlv =
1

2p
fZj8 jsvd + Zjj 8

* svdg
"v

1 − e−"v/T . s18d

We now make the reasonable assumption that the magnetic
field is not strong enough to appreciably influence the im-
pedance matrix of the circuit. Then the Onsager-Casimir re-
lation Zj8 jsB,vd=Zjj 8s−B,vd, evaluated atB=0, implies
reciprocity Zj8 j =Zjj 8 and thus fZj8 jsvd+Zjj 8

* svdg /2
=ReZj8 jsvd. Inserting Eq.s18d into Eq. s17d, we have

kÊl8Êllv =
"v/p

1 − e−"v/To
j8 j

Ml8 j8Mlj ReZj8 jsvd. s19d

Reciprocity makes the matrixkÊl8Êllv real-valued and sym-
metric. Physically, this means there is no circular component
to the thermal electric field fluctuations. Thus, at givenv, we
can diagonalize this matrix by choosing two orthogonal di-
rections in the 2DEG plane. The total spin relaxation rate
becomes equal to the sum of the rates for these two direc-
tions, obtained according to our previous description. The
angle z in our notation denotes the direction of the given

principal axis, andkÊÊlv is equal to the corresponding ei-
genvalue. As a consequence, the total spin-orbit rateGSO will
not vanish completely for any magnetic field direction, but
an anisotropy will generally remain due to the anisotropy of
the gate geometrysor the impedance matrixd.

However, even if the geometry were perfectly known, and
the matrixM were calculated using a numerical solver of the
Poisson equation, it is currently difficult to go beyond esti-
mates for realistic setupsslike, e.g., those used in the experi-
ments by the Munich13 or Delft12,14 groupsd. This is because
the impedance matrix of the gate circuitsand thus the noise
propertiesd have never been studied in detail at the high fre-
quencies under consideration, and the nominal circuit dia-
grams are probably valid only at low frequencies. Neverthe-
less, our estimate for the effective resistance entering the
Nyquist noise,R/RQ,10−2, seems to be roughly comparable
to the actual numberssMunich group25d or at least cannot be
ruled out at presentsDelft group26d. In this context it should
also be noted25 that part of the circuit is at higher tempera-
tures, possibly contributing more noise than estimated using
the base temperature of the setup.

VII. OTHER DOT SHAPES AND BEYOND DIPOLE
APPROXIMATION

If we consider an anisotropic or, in general, nonparabolic
lateral confinement potential, the orbital single-particle wave
functions and energies will change. Most importantly, this
results in nonvanishing transition matrix elements between
the ground state and more than just two excited orbital states.
The same is true if we go beyond the dipole approximation,
i.e., we no longer assume the fluctuating electric field to be
constant across the dot.

Thus the sum over intermediate states implicit in Eq.s6d
extends over more states. However, generally speaking the
qualitative picture of our previous analysis does not change,
and neither do the quantiative estimates, provided the devia-
tions from the parabolic shape are not too large. This is be-
cause transitions via higher intermediate states are sup-
pressed anyway by larger energy denominators, and, in
particular, no extra channel via low-lying energies opens up.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we analyzed electron spin relaxation due to
the combination of Nyquist noise with both hyperfine and
spin-orbit interaction. For the case of spin-orbit coupling, a
remarkable dependence on the directions of magnetic and
electric fields is observed. For equal spin-orbit coupling con-
stantssrealizable by tuning the Rashba term24d, the rate may
vanish exactly for a particular in-plane magnetic field direc-
tion sindependent of gate geometryd or, for arbitrary angles
of the magnetic field, become very small provided the fluc-
tuating electric field points predominantly into a certain fixed
direction. The contribution to the spin relaxation rate may be
as large as that of the most important other mechanismspi-
ezoelectric electron-phonon couplingd, for relevant experi-
mental parameters. Furthermore, if a largerspreferably tun-
abled gate resistance is relevant for a given experimental
setup, or microwave noise is deliberately applied to the gate,
the mechanism analyzed here may dominate over an ex-
tended range of magnetic field values and might be more
easily distinguished from other mechanisms.
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